
This review summarizes my electrophysiologic studies
demonstrating that neurons isolated in long-term cul-
tures of embryonic mammalian cerebral and spinal
cord tissues show progressive development of com-
plex bioelectric activities with remarkable mimicry of
organized synaptic network functions of the central
nervous system in situ. (The SC!5 indicates that this
paper has been cited in over 133 publications.1
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These studies of the intrinsic capacity of central
nervous system (CNS) neurons to organize functional
v—sptic networks in culture were stimulated by my

s&...lotsstration, during predoctoral studies at Colum-
bia University in the early 1950s, that embryonicsen-
sory ganglion neurons isolated for months in vitro
could express characteristic membrane excitability
properties, including the generation of propagated
action potentials in response to local electric stimu-
li.’ Prior to these electrophysiologic analyses, many
neuroanatomists, including my collaborators at Co-
lumbia University. Edith R. Peterson and Margaret
Murray, had shown that immature nerve cells iso-
lated in culture could sprout long nerve fibers and
develop manystructural features resembling neurons
in Situ. However, some investigators had expressed
concerns that nerve cell functions would probably
“atrophy” following isolation from the stimulating
trophic and hormonal factors provided within the
living organism. Furthermore, electrophysiologic
studies of CNS tissue cultures in other laboratories
in the early 1 960s led to premature conclusions that
although nerve cells isolated in vitro could, indeed,
generate action potentials, they appeared to be

unable to establish functional synaptic connections
with other neurons.

In contrast, electrophysiologic analyses of more
critically prepared spinal cord tissues explanted from
human as well as mouse embryos (in collaboration
with Peterson, at Columbia) provided the first com-
pelling data (in 1962) demonstrating that CNS neu-
rons developing in culture could generate complex
patterned “organotypic” bioelectric activities, i.e.,
resembling organized synaptic network discharges
generated by the CNS in situ? Shortly thereafter, in
collaboration with Murray 8. Bornstein, I showed
that similar synaptic network discharges, including
rhythmic electroencephalogram-like components,
could be recorded during the maturation of fetal
mouse cerebral neocortex explants in culture.
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My 1966 review of these and related electrophys-
lologic studies of CNS cultures was evidently the
turning point in convincing neuroscientists that em-
bryonic neurons isolated in vitro can provide remark-
ably reliable and powerful model systems for exper-
imental analyses of cellular and molecular mecha-
nisms underlying development and function of the
nervous system. This review was published shortly
after I moved my laboratory from Columbia Univer-
sity to the AlbertEinstein College of Medicine, where
I had just been honored with a five-year Kennedy
Scholar Award by the Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation
for Mental Retardation. During the following decade,
dozens of laboratories, throughout the US and
abroad, began to utilize similar culture techniques
for electrophysiologic and pharmacologic analyses
of neuronal functions, as reviewed in my 1976
monograph
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(a Russian translation of which was

published in the USSR in 1980).
Our research group has placed increasing empha-

sis on mechanisms underlying the development of
specific synaptic connections in the CNS, utilizing
cultures of hippocampal explants,
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spinal cord

explants innervated by sensory dorsal root ganglion
neurons,
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and tectal explants innervated by retinal

ganglion cells.
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After establishing that many of these
neurons were able to express in vitro characteristic
pharmacologic sensitivities to a wide variety of neu-
rotransmitters and neuromodulators,
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we have more

recently focused on spinal cord-ganglion cultures for
analyses of cellular and molecular mechanisms un-
derlying opioid analgesia, tolerance, and addic-
tion.
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